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The benefits of blockchain* technologies are clear
*referring to blockchain and broadly speaking Decentralized Ledger Technologies*

DISTRIBUTED DECENTRALIZED TRANSPARENTIMMUTABLE

A digital ledger 
keeps record of all 
transactions taking 
place on 
peer-to-peer 
networks

Information 
transferred via 
blockchain is 
encrypted and 
every occurrence is 
recorded, in a way 
that it cannot be 
altered

It is decentralized, 
so it can work 
without relying on 
intermediaries and 
central authorities

it possibly makes the 
data available to 
everyone at the 
same time and 
cannot be 
corrupted

It can be used for 
much more than 
currency transactions: 
contracts, records, 
ownership titles and 
other kins of data can 
be shared

MULTI-PURPOSE
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African governments are looking closely at blockchain solutions
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Cryptocurrencies are being used massively in Africa

▪ The African region accumulated 
about $100 billion in cryptocurrency 
transactions in 2021

▪ South Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, and 
Nigeria among main users

▪ over 2 percent of Bitcoin operations 
come from Africa (Chainanalysis)

▪ nevertheless, we should be wary of 
scams & hacks as they hinder 
reputation and trust in the technology
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Efforts should focus on blockchain solutions for real world issues 

Micro-insurance for 
Kenyan farmers

Education cases in 
Ethiopia with Cardano

Cobalt supply chain 
traceability in DRC

Cocoa traceability in 
Ghana (FAO)

blockchain enabled 
renewable energy

Healthcare incentives 
in South Africa

“Blockchain cities” in 
Senegal and Uganda

Blockchain for land 
registries

Payment, remittances and financial inclusion solutions other projects and initiatives

Digital identities for 
financial inclusion 

Africa school internet 
connectivity project
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The EU has taken steps towards real solutions since 2017…
December 2017: 
EU Call on Blockchain for Social Good 

February 2018: 
EU Blockchain Observatory 

April 2018: European Blockchain 
Partnership with 22 countries

April 2019: EU launch of the 
International Association of Trusted 
Blockchain Applications (INATBA)

2020: Launch of the European 
Blockchain Services 
Infrastructure (EBSI)
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Example: ESBI is an initiative seeking for solutions for European citizens 

The Commission is working with 
EU Member States (and beyond) 
to build the European 
Blockchain Services 
Infrastructure – EBSI
In early 2021, the Early Adopters 
programme started working 
directly with Member States to 
implement EBSI use cases:
▪ (Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI)
▪ Diplomas
▪ Traceability
▪ Trusted data sharing
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Next step proposed : a collaboration between the “European 
Blockchain Partnership” and African Governments

Following the European Blockchain Week for the Green Deal 
2021 facilitated by the Slovenian EU Council Presidency, 
the Africa-Europe Blockchain Week for the SDGs 
would launch the design of a cooperation agreement  
between the European Blockchain Partnership and a 
proposed African Blockchain Partnership.
It would address how to cooperate i.a. in the field of:
▪ Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI)
▪ Diplomas for African and European Students
▪ Traceability of Value Chains in relation with proposed 

Flagships
▪ Trusted data sharing
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And a “Game Changer”

Finance
Minerals

Forestries
Agri-food

Energy 
Trade 2026

An Africa-Europe 
“partnership as equals” thanks to 
digital development and use of 

blockchain technologies
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Key topics for the Blockchain and SDGs Week

▪ Digital Identity
▪ Financial inclusion
▪ International trade
▪ Digitalization of justice
▪ Mining sector
▪ Sustainable energy and climate
▪ Agri-food systems and food security
▪ Biodiversity, forests and natural parks 
▪ Children's rights
▪ Land ownership
▪ Diplomas and certificates
▪ Elections and democracy
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5 proposed flagships

Agri-food 
systems 
and tenure 
security

Forests and 
redistribution 
of value

Minerals Trade 2026Sustainable 
energy and 
climate 

Two “pilot regional 
areas” are 
envisaged (MENA, 
East Africa)

Two “pilot 
regional areas” 
are envisaged. 
(East 
Africa-Great 
Lakes and West 
Africa)

Two “regional pilot 
zones” are 
envisaged (Central 
Africa and 
Southern Africa)

Within the framework of 
the raw materials 
alliance with a Cobalt 
pilot initiative (from the 
artisanal mine to 
TESLA) and on the 
other hand an initiative 
between the EU and 4 
African countries (DRC, 
Morocco, South Africa, 
Guinea)

The basis will be the 
STOA report to the 
European 
Parliament on 
blockchain and 
international trade 
and will aim to 
support the 
implementation 

5 flagships are considered. And it is envisaged that these flagships could be taken over by Economic 
Communities of African States with the EU and European States in a spirit of “partnership between equals”. This 
means very expressly that each of the EU's policies in Africa would be the subject of a blockchain monitoring 
eco-system to be designed:
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Why you should join: added value of the Blockchain and SDGs Week ?

▪ Build an Africa-Europe partnership between equals in the areas covered by European 
policies having an impact in Africa (trade, climate, food, migration, etc.) as well as 
value chains in specific areas (agro-food, mining, forests etc.)

▪ Build a partnership with the Economic Communities of Africa and the governments 
concerned on the one hand and on the other hand the promoters of blockchain 
initiatives in areas that correspond to regional specificities

▪ Build a partnership with investors on the one hand in terms of investment in the 
necessary Internet infrastructure, on the other hand in terms of transformation of the 
"development capital market" and investment choices in the sectors concerned by the 
transparency and trust created by the blockchain, also by creating new modes of 
investment, particularly in biodiversity, and finally by revolutionizing the currency.
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Why you should join: added value of the Blockchain for SDGs Week 

▪ Build a "mass effect" on the one hand by encouraging a partnership between multiple 
initiatives that do not talk to each other, do not have enough interaction, on the other 
hand by moving from pilot initiatives to mainstream initiatives, by example, in the field of 
certification of diplomas for students, which would have a major impact.

▪ Transfer knowledge. Initiate Africa-Europe initiatives, for example between universities in 
the field of blockchain or exchanges between blockchain and SDG experts, via hubs.

▪ Discuss interoperability with business organizations, in particular questions facilitating 
cross-border cooperation (INATBA)

▪ Structure a common Africa-Europe strategy for training and action in the field of 
blockchain so that “no one is left behind”.



Flagship projects 



Flagship example - agri-food
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Flagship: Power & Empowerment. A Wake Up Call

▪ The agri-food sector is one of the main area of growth for the adoption of 
blockchain technologies. Main applications areas are for traceability and 
global trade facilitation. 

▪ It is highly relevant for the own challenges of safety and security in African 
food systems, but also in relation to Europe as a major agri-food products 
trade partner

▪ The EU is looking as exactly the same applications of blockchain within its 
Farm to Fork strategy and Horizon projects, recognizing the interlink of 
global markets in the own food systems of Europe.

▪ Many players are creating consortium blockchain projects around trade 
finance & shipping, among others for grains, fruits, coffee and other food 
produces. This is mainly down in the private sector and needs to include 
nations and institutions to guarantee trading practices and rules between 
equal partners

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/horizon-cl6-2022-farm2fork-01-11
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General blockchain agri-food use cases

Commodity trading / trade finance

Traceability for consumer transparency

Derivatives

Land registries

Climate change reporting

Climate change credits

smart farming

Inventory management

Traceability for Food safety

e-Commerce

Regulatory & food safety reporting

fair wages / paiements

encourage local consumption (eg 
community currencies)
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Blockchain use cases connected to agri-food

Digital Identities & KYC solutions for 
farmers

Supply Chain, automation, IoT 
orchestration

Financial solutions: paiement, loans, 
rewards, credit history, inclusion

Financial solutions: paiement, loans, 
rewards, credit history

Insurances

Natural capital asset tokenization 

Blockchain land titling 

Loyalty & reward schemes, 
collectibles, NFTs

Renewable energy 

Carbon trading schemes
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Growth of Traceability/transparency cases globally

Source

https://cointelegraph.com/news/report-300b-worth-of-food-will-be-traced-using-blockchain-and-iot-by-2027
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Blockchain agri-food potential traced data

Source

Source

what data are consumers looking for

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2589721720300234
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Demand-for-specific-safety-and-quality-information-provided-by-food-traceability-systems_fig1_313584049
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In more details..

Digital/blockchain procedures within supply chain, per stakeholder role 
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SCM in agriculture with DLT (per stakeholder)

Digital/blockchain procedures within supply chain, per stakeholder role 
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Main technology infrastructure/platformes used

IBM Hyperledger
Ethereum
Ambrosus
VeChain
R3’s Corda (trade finance)
BigchainDB
Stellar 
...
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Consortia in blockchain for trade finance / shipping
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Trade finance / shipping we.trade
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Trade finance / shipping - eTradeConnect

Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) announced in 2018 
the official launch of its blockchain trade finance platform 
eTradeConnect. It was previously known as the Hong Kong 
Trade Finance Platform. There are also plans to 
collaborate with we.trade which until now has focused 
on Europe.

The initial version offers open account trade finance like 
factoring. But the aim is to expand to other forms of trade 
finance and beyond banking.

It follows a proof of concept (PoC) started in December 
2016 and completed in March 2017. Deloitte ran the PoC, 
and Ping An’s OneConnect built the latest version with 
Deloitte providing consultancy.

The original seven banks are ANZ, Bank of China (Hong 
Kong), Bank of East Asia, DBS Bank (Hong Kong), Hang Seng 
Bank, HSBC and Standard Chartered. Another five banks 
joined later. They are the Agricultural Bank of China, Bank 
of Communications, BNP Paribas, ICBC and Shanghai 
Commercial.

https://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/key-information/press-releases/2018/20181031-4.shtml
https://www.etradeconnect.net/Portal
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/hong-kong-trade-finance-blockchain/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/hong-kong-trade-finance-blockchain/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/trade-finance-blockchain-consolidate-wetrade-batavia/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/trade-finance-blockchain-consortium/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/two-chinese-trade-finance-blockchains-announced-bank-of-china-ping-an/
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Trade finance / shipping - TradeIX

TradeIX, the service 
provider behind another 
trade finance than 
we.trade platform 
Marco Polo, attracted 
investment from 
Accenture
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Trade finance / shipping - TradeLens

TradeLens, a joint initiative between 
IBM and Maersk that aims to digitize 
the paperwork in the container 
shipping industry through blockchain

As of today (mid June 2021) the solution has 
tracked 42 million container shipments, and 
digitized 20 million documents. 

Over 300 entities are directly connected to the 
platform, including three of the top five 
container shippers Maersk, MSC, and CMA 
CGM. The other two, COSCO and Hapag Lloyd, 
are part of GSBN’s network. 

Last year (2020), the platform partnered with 
the International Container Terminal Service, 
Dutch ports operator Portbase, Turkish ports 
group YILPORT Holdings, and the Canadian 
Pacific Railway, to name a few. 

Source

https://www.tradelens.com/platform
https://www.ibm.com/us-en/
https://www.maersk.com/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/international-container-terminal-services-icts-joins-tradelens-blockchain/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/portbase-joins-tradelens-blockchain-shipping-containers-maersk/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/tradelens-blockchain-yilport-turkish-ports/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/canadian-pacific-railway-joins-tradelens-blockchain-network/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/canadian-pacific-railway-joins-tradelens-blockchain-network/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/ibm-maersk-tradelens-blockchain-signs-10-chinese-partners/
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Trade finance / shipping - GSBN

GSBN was first unveiled in 2018 but 
only incorporated in Hong Kong this 
year in part due to regulatory 
complications
Hong Kong-headquartered GSBN is 
backed by major players in the shipping 
industry, including container shippers 
China’s COSCO and Hapag Lloyd, and port 
operators PSA and Hutchison Ports. 

They announced in August 2021 a 
partnership with Singapore’s Contour, a 
blockchain trade finance platform. The 
alliance aims to enable efficient financing 
for shipped goods. Contour is funded by 
nine global banks, including BNP Paribas, 
Citi, HSBC, ING, and Standard Chartered.

Contour uses R3’s Corda enterprise 
blockchain, whereas GSBN uses 
Hyperledger Fabric.

https://www.ledgerinsights.com/cosco-hapag-lloyd-back-gsbn-blockchain-shipping-network-incorporates/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/tag/gsbn/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/blockchain-shipping-consortium-cosco-cma-cgm-hapag-lloyd-gsbn/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/blockchain-global-shipping-business-network-gsbn-cargosmart-cosco-cma-cgm-hapaglloyd/
https://contour.network/
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/citi-hsbc-ing-blockchain-trade-finance-network-contour-series-a/


Blockchain cases and players relevant for Africa

A. Blockchain tech 
platforms and 
Foundations

B. Blockchain 
ecosystem members

C. Deployment 
projects, startups & 

pilotes 

In the next sections.. 



Blockchain platforms relevant for Africa
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The Cardano blockchain has a strong focus in Africa

Cardano 
blockchain 
platform has a 
growing community 
and ecosystem in 
Africa including 
Western Africa

What Is Cardano (ADA)?

Cardano is a third-generation, 
decentralized proof-of-stake (PoS) 
blockchain platform designed to be a 
more efficient alternative to 
proof-of-work (PoW) networks. 
Scalability, interoperability, and 
sustainability on PoW networks like 
Ethereum are limited by the 
infrastructure burden of growing costs, 
energy use, and slow transaction times.
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The Cardano blockchain has a strong focus in Africa

More on their 
Cardano Africa 
website

https://africa.cardano.org/
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Binance is also strongly positioned in Africa

Binance is a cryptocurrency exchange 
which is the largest exchange in the 
world in terms of daily trading volume of 
cryptocurrencies. It was founded in 2017.
Binance also has its own blockchain 
platform.
Binance strongly invests in Education 
and community development in Africa
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Ethereum Foundation

Ethereum is the leading 
blockchain platform in 
the world. 
The Ethereum Foundation 
supports various projects 
including Etherisc/ACRE 
in Kenya (blockchain 
insurance for farmers), 
and GIGA from UNICEF 
(School connectivity
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Celo, one of the leaders in the DeFi / financial inclusion ecosystem

Celo is a mobile-first blockchain 
optimized for peer-to-peer payments 
using only a mobile number. 
An Ethereum-compatible technology 
capable of reaching global users at 
scale, Celo is turning crypto into usable 
money with a multi-asset system: a 
governance and staking asset (CELO) 
and a family of stablecoins (e.g., cUSD, 
cEUR). 
Since the launch of mainnet in 2020, 
Celo’s network now supports 1000+ 
projects from builders, developers, and 
even artists, who everyday create new 
applications and issue digital 
currencies from over 100 countries 
around the world. 
Celo is supported by a community of 
organizations and individuals, including 
Jack Dorsey, a16z, and Deutsche 
Telekom.
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Celo, one of the leaders in the DeFi* / financial inclusion ecosystem

*Decentralized Finance
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Tezos is another blockchain tech platform involved in Africa

Tezos is a proof-of-stake 
blockchain known for its 
community-centric development 
mechanism and high energy 
efficiency. The Swiss company has 
emerged as the go-to blockchain 
for retail users and institutions keen 
on reducing their carbon 
footprint.
Besides its great performance in 
the environmental segment, Tezos 
is also among the most efficient 
and cost-effective blockchain 
ecosystems. XTZ is Tezos’ native 
token powering the ecosystem. 
The token is listed on several 
trading exchanges and is 
tradable for other cryptos and 
cash.
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Bantu Blockchain Foundation

the Bantu Blockchain Ecosystem aggregates 
several services on the blockchain network, 
featuring easy to adopt tools like the ecosystem 
BantuPay wallet, a network dashboard, a 
blockchain explorer (an analytic search engine), a 
‘laboratory’ for developers, a community forum, as 
well as a one click digital token generator.

“In the era of the 4th industrial revolution, 
Africa can no longer afford to be the last. 
We have come of age, and we are 
growing exponentially. We have the 
largest and youngest demographic in 
the world, and we have the most 
technology-literate youths in our 
ecosystem”
Ernest Mbenkum 
Founder and CEO of BBF



Africa blockchain ecosystem partners
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West Africa Decentralized Alliance - Western Africa

▪ Focus on Cardano
▪ Very active in Western Africa
▪ Run various projects and 

events in DRC
▪ Cardano Summit 2021 in 

Goma
▪ Last conference in Kinshasa 

(Cardano) on 12.02
▪ Implementation of Atala 

PRISM DID in universities in 
Eastern Congo

▪ Stake Pool relay in Goma, 
Eastern Congo.team@wadalliance.org 

mailto:team@wadalliance.org
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Africa Blockchain Alliance - Nigeria, South Africa, pan-African
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Major blockchain events have already occured
ETHLagod is a good example of a public & private collaboration including European 

stakeholders. The focus was on applications using the blockchain ‘Ethereum’ in the energy 

sector

We can learn from them and reproduce the experience
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UABA - United Africa Blockchain Alliance 
From South Africa & 
representatives across 
Africa
The mission of the UABA is 
To unify the African 
blockchain ecosystem 
toward 8 common goals 
of harmonious 
coexistence and progress 
which are 
▪ education
▪ financial inclusion
▪ sovereign identity
▪ skills development
▪ job creation
▪ gender equality
▪ fair and efficient trade
▪ poverty  alleviation

https://www.uaba.io/ 

https://www.uaba.io/
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South African National Blockchain Alliance 
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Blockchain for Africa - Cameroon

Media platform to advocate for 
blockchain in Cameroon and in the 
region
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African Digital Asset Framework
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Africa Blockchain Institute - Eastern Africa
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Women in Blockchain Africa
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Blockchain Association Cameroon
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Cameroon Blockchain Business Council
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Blockchain Africa Conference: rather a focus on crypto

March 17 and 18, 2022.
Speakers/Program here
Includes DafriGroup, Standard Bank, 
South African Reserve Bank, Bantu 
blockchain, Parity, Sovrin Foundation, 
IBM, Tron, Binance..

https://cointelegraph.com/press-releases/blockchain-africa-conference-2022-ready-for-business-returns-announces-speakers


Selected projects
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UNICEF Giga Connect - bringing internet to African schools

▪ Launched in 2019 by UNICEF to 
bring Internet to every kid and 
school

▪ In Africa: Rwanda, Sierra Leone, 
Kenya, Niger

▪ in 2021: fellowship program with 
the Ethereum Foundation to 
use blockchain in the 
connectivity ecosystem 
(payment, procurement, 
incentivizing..)
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Cardano in Ethiopia

▪ Started 2021
▪ Goal of the blockchain project: 

create a national 
blockchain-based identification 
and results recording system to 
digitally verify grades, remotely 
monitor school performance and 
boost education and employment 
nationwide.

▪ The system to be developed by 
IOHK will use Atala PRISM, its 
Cardano blockchain-based 
solution, and is expected to reach 
3,500 schools, 5 million students 
and 750,000 teachers.
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KimboCare: Cameronians in Europe supporting healthcare in their home country

▪ Connecting 
Cameroun/Western Africa 
with Europe

▪ Instead of sending money 
traditionally, people can 
support healthcare 
expenses of their relative 
through a trusted platform
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Ribbon Blockchain - South Africa

Blockchain for healthcare resilience

Ribbon’s Universal Public Health Incentivization 
platform seeks to improve the non-adherence to 
chronic medicine, and reduce poor 
health-related behavior. 

The Ethereum-based platform automates and 
enforces quality rating of every single 
Patient-Healthworker interaction experience, 
rewarding both parties for effort, efficiency, 
accuracy, productivity and accomplishment of 
specific tasks within set timelines to improve 
health outcomes.

PB interview with Ribbon: 
https://medium.com/positiveblockchain/blockchain-for-healthcare-resilience-in-africa-interview-with-ribbons-gugu-newman-641d86f8828e 

https://ribbonblockchain.com/
https://medium.com/positiveblockchain/blockchain-for-healthcare-resilience-in-africa-interview-with-ribbons-gugu-newman-641d86f8828e
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Etherisc – Kenya
Decentralized insurance protocol to collectively build insurance products

▪ Kenyan service 
provider ACRE 
Africa & German 
blockchain startup 
Etherisc

▪ 3% of smallholder 
farmers in 
sub-saharian 
countries have 
agriculture 
insurance 
coverage

▪ 17 000 onboarded 
farmers on a 
blockchain 
platform as of July 
2021

https://etherisc.com/
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UN FAO charcoal traceability project in Ivory coast

▪ MALEBI, Resource 
Extraction Monitoring 
(REM) et Gaiachain

▪ 47% of households use 
charcoal as Energy source 
in Ivory Coast

▪ Current markets are 
informal, inefficient, 
unsustainable, prone to 
corruption

▪ Charcoal Trace as piloted 
solution to trace charcoal
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Wala – South Africa
a zero-fee money app on a mission to support you on your path to financial freedom

https://getwala.com/ 

Tricia Martinez
Founder & CEO

https://getwala.com/
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KfW TruBudget platform for better international aid and cooperation

▪ KfW is a German 
development bank

▪ Trubudget was launched 
as a collaborative, open 
source platform, where 
data related to 
infrastructure 
development projects is 
shown in realtime

▪ Countries such as Burkina 
Faso or Ethiopia have 
implemented is
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Cobal traceability in Congo
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Minespider
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Minespider
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Grassroot Economics - Kenya
Kenya-based nonprofit helping small communities create their own currencies

Grassroots Economics is a non-profit 
foundation that seeks to empower 
marginalized communities to take 
charge of their own livelihoods and 
economic future. The focus is on 
community development through 
economic empowerment and 
community currency programs. 
Beneficiaries of programs include 
small businesses and people living in 
informal settlements as well as rural 
areas.
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Grassroot Economics - Kenya
Kenya-based nonprofit helping small communities create their own currencies

Caroline Dama
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Speaking tonight? Add your slide here!
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BenBen
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HouseAfrica
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Protocol and platform for claiming impact via the blockchain https://ixo.world 

The   generic   process   for   evaluating   an   impact   claim 

Ixo – South Africa

https://ixo.world
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Utilising blockchain based innovative funding mechanisms for Biodiversity and Critical Habitats across Africa 

https://wadappt.io/  

Wadappt – South Africa

Trusted verifiable  
data blocks

Data backed 
Biodiversity Credits 
aligned to SDGs

Biodiversity and Critical habitats are 
funded by the capital markets 
consuming these Biodiversity Credits

https://wadappt.io/
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Farmer Connect (IBM)

Farmer Connect and “Thank my 
Farmer” app launched in 2020
By IBM and Beyers Koffie, The 
Colombian Coffee Growers 
Federation (FNC), ITOCHU 
Corporation, Jacobs Douwe 
Egberts (JDE), The J.M. Smucker 
Company, Rabobank, RGC 
Coffee, Volcafe, Sucafina and 
Yara International
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UN WFP Building Blocks 
A project from the World Food Program to use Blockchain for cash-based interventions
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UN WFP Building Blocks 
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UN WFP Building Blocks

UN Agency 1
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WITH BLOCKCHAIN

A project from the World Food Program to use Blockchain for cash-based interventions
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ejara - Cameroon
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Digital Microwork - Kenya

The Digital Microwork project connects young people at 
risk of hunger to an online microwork platform enabling 
them to earn income from machine learning jobs using 
cryptocurrency and e-wallets.

Pilot report

WFP's Digital Microwork aims to bridge the way for these 
marginalized communities to participate in the global AI 
industry and earn income using their mobile phones.

As part of this initiative, Corsali is developing a platform 
that makes digital microwork accessible and available on 
a mobile device. Celo's blockchain technology offers a 
faster and more affordable means of payment relative to 
existing options, significantly reducing the transaction fees 
for bite-sized microwork.

Together, these elements create an inexpensive, fast, and 
scalable solution that combines digital microwork with 
integrated crypto-based micropayments.

https://www.mercycorps.org/sites/default/files/2022-02/Policy_Exec-Summary_MCV-Pilot-Insights-Report_Stablecoin-Digital-Microwork-in-Kenya-Web.pdf

